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and lived by it. Their credulity and their superstitions increased
rather than diminished their faith in it. The real essence of
their belief lies beyond our reach.
Abrahams has gone to considerable trouble x to prove that
the contempt of the rabbis for the eam ha-ares had nothing to do
with the latter's poverty—when they were poor—nor was it
based upon any class hatred or social motive. This we may wTell
accept, even though the term does sometimes mean poor.2
But there were poor (fanavim) in Palestine of whom mention
should be made.3 In all probability, it is to them that the
famous, but so often misunderstood, utterance of Matthew v. 3
really refers : " Blessed are the poor in spirit" by which is meant,
" Blessed are they who have the true spirit of poverty." It is not
necessarily a question of the indigent, but of men whose piety
lifts them above material circumstance. In this sense, even the
rich might be poor, though undoubtedly the 'anavim were not
as a rule to be found among Jews on whom Fortune had smiled.
Rather were they recruited from- the middle and lower classes.
Their legalism was, no doubt, not very strict, nor their formalism
very exacting. None the less, they were sustained by an intense
mysticism, and their hearts belonged wholly to Jahweh. The
Psalter was their book and reflects the nature of their piety.
They believed unshakeably in the future of Israel and awaited
unmoved the full realization of the divine promises.4 Their
ideas and their beliefs no doubt scarcely differed from those
of the Pharisees, but they were set in a different perspec-
tive, namely, that of mysticism. In the eyes of a strict scribe,
they too might be numbered among the eam ha-ares.
In the light of these considerations, it would seem that two
distinct classes of farn ha-ares may be recognized. The first
consisting of the common folk, full of good intentions, thoroughly
devoted to Jahweh, but ignorant and lax in the practice of their
religion: credulous, naive, trusting and superstitious, at home
in a supernatural and miraculous world. To the second class
would belong the fanavim9 neither ignorant, nor deterred from
1	CCLV, ii, 656.    For the opposite view, see L. de Grandmaison,
Jesus Christ, Paris, 1928, ii, 10 and n. 1, where the famous utterance of
Hillel is quoted: an *am-ha-ares cannot be pious (hasid); Pirke Aboth. ii, 6.
2	The point is surely proved by a comparison of two texts quoted by
Abrahams himself, viz. (1) Talm. Bab., Nedarim, 81 a :   " Pay special
heed unto a poor man, for from such doth the Torah issue forth " ; (ii)
Talmud Bab., Sanhedrin, 96a : " Pay special heed unto the fam ha-ares,
for from such doth the Torah issue forth."
3IX;   cf. Walter Sattler, Die Anavim im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, in
Festgabe fur Ad. Julicher, Tubingen, 1907.
4IX, 105;   112.

